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overview

Slab dimensions, distance from curb, and chamber elevation varies with site conditions.
The top of the metal grate, however, should be 1.5” - 2” below the gutter and the concrete slab should extend well beyond the filter wall to serve as a splash dissipater.

Concrete Base
Excavate 16” below the downstream gutter elevation
(i.e. the rain garden overflow elevation) to accommodate the 4” concrete base. Therefore, the top of the
concrete base is 12” below the rain garden overflow
elevation.

The concrete base is set 22” from the back of the existing curb and centered on the proposed curb-cut.
The concrete is then poured into a wooden frame with
interior dimensions of 54”L x 30”W x 4”H.
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Rebar is placed diagonally after 2” of concrete have
been poured to provide reinforcement of the concrete base.

Rain Guardian Placement and Securing

Rain Guardian placement is set 26” from the back of the existing curb. Ensure the
concrete base extends at least 4” beyond the filter wall to serve as a splash dissipater. Apply adhesive to base of Rain Guardian and position on concrete base. Use
additional adhesive around base of interior to establish water-tight seal. Using pilot holes in corner posts, drill 3/16” holes into concrete with 6 1/2” masonry bit
and hammer drill. Secure with 1/4” x 5” masonry screws (provided).

Curb-cut and Apron
When pouring the concrete inlet, ensure the carriage
bolts on the Rain Guardian are surrounded by at least
2” of concrete on all sides. The top of the Rain Guardian grate will be 10.5” above the top of the concrete
base and 1.5” below the rain garden overflow elevation to accommodate a sloped apron from the gutter
to the Rain Guardian.

Fill void between existing curb and Rain Guardian. Install framing to prepare for curb-cut and apron installation. Sides of apron should be raised significantly to blend into curb and match top height of Rain
Guardian side debris wall.

Maintenance
Sediment, leaves, and grass clippings
trapped inside the chamber are easily
removed by the landowner with a
shovel. The drop-in filter wall can
be either swept clean or rinsed with
a garden hose to maintain optimal filtration capacity.

